
We Make LegalTech Better 

The Challenge

The Solution 

Accusoft’s viewing, document assembly, and data 
capture technology helps LegalTech developers 

take their applications to another level. 

Legal firms need better solutions to meet the growing demands of their 

clients. Without flexible case management tools that help them improve 

speed, productivity, and efficiency, they run the risk of falling behind in an 

increasingly competitive market. It falls to LegalTech developers to build 

feature-rich applications that streamline document lifecycles and automate 

core legal processes. These developers must strike a balance between 

innovation and functionality without overextending their resources or 

compromising development timelines. To meet the legal industry’s needs, 

they need powerful tools that allow them to quickly integrate the essential 

case management and document processing capabilities that will make 

their solutions even better.  

Accusoft’s groundbreaking technology has been making document viewing 

and processing better throughout the legal industry for over 30 years. We 

bring together powerful HTML5 viewing, file conversion, document assembly, 

and data capture capabilities to help LegalTech developers build innovative 

platforms that streamline eDiscovery and case management for the legal 

industry. Stop spending valuable time creating document viewing and 

processing features from scratch and start devoting your valuable resources 

toward making your applications better. Whether you’re leveraging PrizmDoc 

to integrate HTML5 viewing, editing, annotations, redactions, and assembly 

into your platform or integrating ImageGear to enhance your document 

lifecycle, the Accusoft team is here to provide the precision and attention  

to detail the legal industry demands. 

“ Accusoft was 
there for us. 
We figured out 
how to address 
problems with 
each other, and 
it makes both of 
us better. I feel 
Accusoft is 100% 
invested in us  
as a client and  
a partner.” 
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—  Stefanie Zukowski, 
Director of Operations 
at LegalSifter 
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For more information  
about Accusoft’s  

LegalTech integrations,  
please contact us.

Key Benefits

Key Products

Automate key contract creation steps to streamline document 

workflows, minimize human error, and eliminate version confusion. 

Document Assembly 

Open and convert 100+ file types into a singular format that can 

be viewed from a centralized location for streamlined eDiscovery. 

File Viewing and Conversion

Redline content with a variety of annotation tools and redact key pieces 

of information from confidential documents during eDiscovery. 

Document Annotation and Redaction

Make case management and eDiscovery better by 

integrating secure document processing capabilities 

like annotation, redaction, document assembly and 

automation, user access, version control, and more 

under a single, customizable framework that improves 

collaboration and security. 

Experience image processing done better. Clean 

up documents, extract content, and convert files 

to dozens of formats within your application to 

give legal teams the tools they need they need to 

process contracts and legal documents efficiently 

for enhanced case management. 

Quickly extract information from scanned images using OCR to 

create searchable text documents for easy research and reference. 

Comprehensive Data Capture 

View multiple video file formats directly in the browser without 

having to leave the viewer interface or rely on external tools. 

Video Support 

https://www.accusoft.com/contact-us/

